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1.0 Introduction
1.1

Background
The South Wingfield Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group conducted a survey of
parishioners in August 2017 to support the development of its Neighbourhood Plan.
Neighbourhood Plans represent a new planning mechanism which provides
communities with the opportunity to shape the future of their locality. Obtaining views
of the local community is key when preparing the Neighbourhood Plan.
The survey was aimed at:


Understanding the character and needs of South Wingfield Parish (the Parish) as
a community.



Understanding the concerns of the community in relation to future development.



Understanding the key policy areas on which the Neighbourhood Plan should
focus.

This report outlines the key findings of the research.

1.2

Key Findings


There is a strong appreciation of the area and in particular its rurality, ease of
access to the countryside and the peace and quiet that this affords.



Respondents appreciate the historic nature of the Parish and support the
protection and enhancement of the Conservation Area and improved access to
South Wingfield Manor.



Priorities for the future are primarily felt to be to keep and improve green spaces
and the rural and historic nature of the Parish.



There is mixed sentiment regarding future development from those that feel there
should be none at all, to others that suggest some housing would assist local
housing need and support local facilities.



There is a high consensus with regards housing scale, with strong opposition
(97%) to developments of 15 houses or more. The community’s preference is for
small scale development (individual houses and/or 5 houses or less), generally
felt to be appropriate to the existing infrastructure and services.



There is strong opposition to greenfield development of any scale. Respondents
generally support development on brownfield sites and the reuse of redundant
sites/buildings.



Respondents have a preference for 2/3-bedroom houses. The issue of affordability
and housing for families and older people was also raised.



The most significant concerns for the community in terms of future development
was further exacerbating traffic and parking problems and the loss of countryside.
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The outdoor amenities are well regarded, with woods/fields/ nature areas and
footpaths and bridleways being particularly well regarded.



There is strong support for the local facilities, notably the local surgery, shop and
public houses. The opportunity to have a Post Office facility in the village was put
forward strongly.

2.0 Methodology
A mixed methodological approach employing both a self-completion and online survey
was utilised in order to collect a robust data sample. This approach offered flexibility to
participants in terms of completion and a cost effective solution to data collection.
A questionnaire, approximately 8-10 minutes in length, was designed by the Steering
Group. A total of 754 hard copy questionnaires were distributed by the Steering Group
directly to all households in the Parish. All residents of the Parish aged 16 years and
over were encouraged to participate.
Completed questionnaires were returned to central collection points throughout the
Parish. An online link to the questionnaire was hosted on the South Wingfield Parish
Council website.
The survey was promoted by the Steering Group, through posters in the community
and online via the website.
The hard copy and online surveys were launched together on the 28th July 2017 with
the data collection period closing on the 31st August 2017.

3.0 Response and Analysis
There was a good return rate from households, with 359 of the 754 questionnaires
distributed to households in the Parish completed, equating to a return rate of 48%.
Parishioners over the age of 16 years were however invited to complete the survey on
an individual basis (on line or by requesting further surveys). On this basis, 359
surveys represent a return rate of 28% (based on 2011 Census figures of South
Wingfield Parish’s 16+ years population).
The survey consisted of a mixture of ‘open’ and ‘closed’ questions. All printed survey
responses were input to the online system (Survey Money) for data analysis. Data is
presented graphically for most ‘closed’ questions along with a summary of the key
findings. Open questions, including ‘comments’ have been summarised. A number of
comments have been included verbatim through the report to provide a flavour of
community sentiment. All 58 community comments to the final question, inviting
additional observations are included at the end of the report.
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4.0 Results
4.1

Profile of respondents
4.1.1 Place of residence
Table 1 indicates the majority of respondents live within South Wingfield village.
Table 1: Where respondents reside

Settlement
South Wingfield
Oakerthorpe
Moorwood Moor
Wingfield Park
Ufton Fields

Percentage
80%
12%
4%
3%
1%

76% of respondents have lived in the parish for over 10 years (53% of these for more
than 20 years).
4.1.2 Age
Table 2 shows the age breakdown of the questionnaire sample as compared to the
2011 Census data for South Wingfield Parish. As illustrated, the survey data is skewed
towards an older population (42% aged 65 and over compared to 25% in the census).
Table 2: Age

Age

Census %

0 - 15 years
16 - 24 years
25 - 44 years
45 – 64 years
65 or over
Non-response
Total

15%
8%
21%
31%
25%
100%

Number of
Responses
N/A
7
50
149
152
1
359

Respondent %
N/A
2%
14%
42%
42%
100%

4.1.3 Employment status
Almost half of respondents are retired (45%). 46% of respondents are in some form of
employment, either employed (35%), self-employed (11%) or in part time employment
(5%).

4.2

The strengths of South Wingfield Parish
To establish the positive aspects of South Wingfield Parish, Survey participants were
asked to rate why or what they consider important about living in the parish from a list
of options. Responses are shown in figure 1.
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Figure 1: Importance of Living in South Wingfield Parish

It is clear that the physical aspects of the parish, including its rural location are
particularly important to the local population, including easy access to the countryside
(97% rated as ‘very important’ / ‘important’), rural parish (89%) and historic character
of the area (87%). Coupled and inextricably linked to these physical aspects was the
atmosphere and sense of community that the rural location affords, with 96%
identifying peace and quiet and 81%, community spirit as very important/important.
Further comments reiterated some of the aspects listed in figure 1 and in particular in
relation to the countryside. Some verbatim comments are shown below:
“Open aspect of the village and in particular that the landscape remains largely
unchanged. Views and character so far remain intact.”
“Being surrounded by trees, fields and wildlife. Good local walks.”

Additional strengths to those offered in the list include; access to services and
amenities, most notably the surgery, school and shop.

4.3

The future of South Wingfield Parish
To establish community priorities, survey participants were asked to rate what they
consider to be important to the future of the parish from a list of statements. Responses
are shown in figure 2.
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Figure 2: Future South Wingfield Parish

The importance of the parish as a rural community was again emphasised, with
respondents prioritising the need to keep and improve open/green spaces (98% rated
as ‘very important’/ ‘important’), closely followed by keep and enhance rural and
historic nature of the parish (96%). Other important priorities for the community are to
keep and improve the Conservation Area (93%), support all local businesses (90%)
and improve footpaths and bridleways (89%).
There were a range of additional issues raised, not listed above. A number of these
related to future development and ranged from those that did not support further
housing development to those highlighting the need for housing to be affordable and
well designed. Some verbatim comments relating to this issue are shown below:
“Affordable sensible priced housing to attract families and regenerate the village.”
“Important that quality urban design principles are incorporated into development. The
village can and should grow but design principles should be emphasised. In addition
effort and attention should be paid to housing mix to keep and enhance access to
housing for all groups.”
“To retain all current green field sites and refrain from the over development of the
village which would put a great strain on existing social support services, schools
transport etc.”
“Concerns over housing developments village is large enough without building new
houses.”

Parking and traffic was also raised as an issue that required addressing. Many of the
comments made are identified in further detail in section 4.5 of this report. Access
issues including wider footpaths/ dropped kerbs for the disabled, overgrown
pavements and opportunities to improve walking and cycling were identified.
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4.4

Future Housing Development
4.4.1 Appropriate housing
To gain an insight into whether current housing meets local need, survey participants
were asked if anyone in their household had to move away or stay living with them due
to a lack of appropriate housing in the parish. Only 13% of respondents stated that
this was the case for their household.
The 13% responding in the affirmative were asked to provide further details from a list
of statements (where applicable). Responses are shown in figure 3.
Figure 3: Appropriate Housing

The reason provided by a significant majority of respondents to this question is that
housing is too expensive in the parish (81%). Available housing being too large was
identified as more of an issue (17%) than housing being too small (8%).
Other reasons provided by respondents include the inability to build a property on their/
a relative’s land, the unavailability of modern housing or housing unsuitable for those
with disabilities.
4.4.2

Housing Sites

Survey participants were asked to rate what type of sites within the parish they would
prefer for future development from a list of choices. Responses are shown in figure 4.
The most preferred sites for housing were any brownfield site(s) within the parish (81%
most ‘preferred’/ ‘preferred’) followed closely by redundant commercial sites (e.g.
former Manor Hotel to housing) (79%). The least preferred sites for housing were
greenfield site(s) outside the built-up areas (86% ‘extremely opposed’/ ‘opposed’)
followed by greenfield site(s) within existing built-up areas (79%).
Other comments made by respondents reiterated the need to re-use redundant
buildings.
“Develop underused farm buildings or their sites such as the two farm yards in the
centre of South Wingfield village for small housing units. Redevelop empty buildings
and their sites such as Wingfield House on Manor Road.”
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Figure 4: Housing Sites

4.4.3

Housing Size

Survey participants were asked what size of housing they felt most appropriate for the
parish from a list of choices. Responses are shown in figure 5.
Figure 5: Housing Size

It is clear from the responses shown in figure 5 that a large proportion of respondents
would like to see limited development of new housing in the parish. Individual homes
were the most popular development size (67%) followed by 5 houses or less (60%).
This was reiterated in the ‘other’ category, with the largest proportion of comments
opposing further development.
“The roads are already too busy! with traffic and parked cars once the fields are gone
they are gone for good.”
“None at all.”
“We do not require additional housing developments within the village or on its
outskirts.”

A small proportion of comments highlighted the benefits of further development.
“The village needs new blood to support the existing facilities such as the school, shop,
community events and the parish in general.”
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“The village needs more housing to allow people who wish to live in the village the
opportunity to live here. 20 to 60 houses needed.”

4.4.4

Housing Type

Survey participants were asked about the type of housing they would prefer for the
parish from a list of choices. Responses are shown in figure 6.
Figure 6: Housing Type

The most popular housing type amongst respondents was 2 and 3-bedroom homes
(73% stating this to be ‘most preferred’/ ‘preferred). This was closely followed by ecofriendly housing (68%), 2 storey housing (65%) and starter homes (64%). The least
popular forms of housing selected were flats (59% of respondents indicating that they
were ‘extremely opposed’/ ‘opposed’), 4 and 5-bedroom homes (50%) and rented and
shared (38%).
There was a range of additional comments which generally highlighted a few key
areas; notably the need to ensure housing; meets local need (and in particular the
ageing population, families connected to the local area); is in keeping with the local
character and is eco-friendly.
4.4.5

Housing design

Survey participants were asked to rate the importance of design elements for new
developments (including extensions) from a list of choices.
Generally, participants felt that all aspects listed were ‘very important’/ ‘important’; the
character of surrounding buildings (93%), the size and scale of surrounding buildings
(90%), the design of surrounding building (88%) and the materials of surrounding
buildings (87%).
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Additional comments made by 20 of the respondents gave further insight into the
complexities of building design and character, notably that there should be opportunity
for innovation. Some verbatim comments relating to this issue are shown below:
“New buildings should have character in their own right.”
“Unique design has its place however. No village shall be ever preserved in aspic.
Quality, unique, modern design can enhance a rural settlement.”
“Vernacular should not get in the way of architectural innovation. Where a project is
visually stimulating, interesting and innovative, it may well be a beneficial addition to
the village in a site where identikit development would not.”

4.4.6

Future development concerns

Survey participants were asked what concerns them most about future development
in the parish from a list of choices. Responses are shown in figure 7.
Figure 7: Community concerns

The results indicate that increased traffic is a key community concern (88%) with
regards future development, followed by loss of countryside (82%), inadequate onstreet parking (73%) and the negative impact on significant views (69%). Insufficient
sports and leisure facilities (26%) and lack of school and childcare places (47%) were
the lowest concerns.
The comments made by 45 respondents under ‘other’ were extremely varied but
broadly highlighted traffic and parking, environmental and infrastructure concerns,
notably the lack of public transport. A number of respondents had concerns regarding
the planning process, reflecting on recent planning decisions in the area that have
been developer led, rather than meeting the needs of the local community:
“Developer led as opposed to systematically planned and shaped for maximum
community development. We need development, but it should be shaped and owned
by the community for all not determined by developers for profit.”
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“The only people who would gain from any development would be building developers
who would only build 4 or 5 bedroom executive luxury houses in a rural setting for a
select few thus spoiling the countryside for the villagers and tourists but using the
excuse that there is a "housing shortage".

4.5

Traffic and Parking
4.5.1

Vehicle ownership

Survey participants were asked how many vehicles were on their property. The
majority of respondents (47%) have two vehicles, followed by one (31%). 17% of
respondents reported having three or more vehicles on their property.
4.5.2

Off-street parking

Survey participants were asked how many vehicles could be parked on their property.
The results indicate a reasonable capacity for accommodating vehicles within
properties with 29% of respondents stating that three or more vehicles could be parked.
Number of vehicles

Number of vehicles on
property

More than 3
3
2
1
0

7%
10%
47%
31%
5%

4.5.3

Number of vehicles that
can be parked on
property
29%
22%
27%
11%
12%

Parking problems

Survey participants were asked the degree to which parking was an issue for them.
The majority (65%) of respondents stated that parking was ‘not a problem’ followed by
31% that indicated it to be ‘minor problem’. Parking was a major problem for 14% of
respondents. The key areas identified by respondents where parking issues are most
prevalent include Inns Lane/ the surgery, Birches Lane, outside the school/ Church
Lane, Manor Road, Parks Avenue and Wessington Lane.
4.5.4

Public transport

Survey participants were asked how frequently they used public or community
transport. Responses are shown in figure 8.
Over half of respondents (56%) ‘rarely/ never’ use public transport and only 10% utilise
it ‘most days/ weekly’.
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Figure 8: Public transport use

4.5.5

Travel outside of the village

Survey participants were asked to indicate why they travel outside of the village from
a list of choices. Responses are shown in figure 9.
Figure 9: Travel outside the village

Most trips taken outside of the village are for the purposes of shopping (95%), followed
by entertainment (73%) and medical (61%).
4.5.6

Travel to work

Survey participants were asked to indicate the method by which they travel to work
from a list of choices. A significant proportion (42%) stated that they were not working,
a reflection of the high proportion of retirees in the sample. The car was the mode of
transport used by the majority of working respondents (45%).
4.5.7

Travel management

Survey participants were asked to indicate the most important traffic management
issues for the parish from a list of choices. Responses are shown in figure 10.
The traffic issues identified as being the most in need of addressing were high speed
traffic in built up areas (90% of respondents rated this as ‘very important/ ‘important’),
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followed by parking outside the Primary School (88%), improvements to pavements
and footpaths (82%) and dangerous sections of road e.g. “The Rocks” / the bridge over
the River Amber) (78%).
There were 58 further comments which reiterated and added further detail to a number
of the items listed in figure 10 including:
“Have a right-of-way/priority sign at the bridge over the River.”
“Coordinated bus service for onward journeys beyond Alfreton and Matlock eg to major
hospitals, cities (Derby, Nottingham).”
“Re-connecting the parish to railway network very important.”
“Speeding traffic on the approach to and through the village.”
“Safer roads for horses and improved maintenance of bridleways.”
“There is no safe cycling provision in the village or to surrounding areas. Were safe
cycling provision made available alongside the A615 between Oakerthorpe and Alfreton
Park, then a good deal of additional cycling, and therefore less car use would result.
This is a key psychological and safety blocker.”
Figure 10: Travel management issues
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4.6

Community Facilities and Services
4.6.1

Services

Participants were asked to rate the importance to them, their family and the parish of
a range of services located within the parish. Responses are shown in figure 11.
The most important service, as rated by respondents, is the surgery and pharmacy
with 89% rating it as ‘important’ or ‘very important’ to themselves, their family and the
parish. The second most important service was deemed to be the shop (83% rated as
‘important’ or very important’).
There were 45 comments which highlighted facilities not listed but which the
respondents would like to see, most notably a post office. Other facilities mentioned
were sports facilities (including further support for the welfare), park/play area, chip
shop and broader use of the Parish Rooms as a community space.
Figure 11: Community Services

4.6.2

Facilities

Participants were asked to rate the importance of introducing or expanding facilities
(listed) to meet any future developments in the parish. Responses are shown in
figure 12.
To further reinforce the importance of the surgery and pharmacy to the local community
identified in figure 11, expansion of the medical centre is rated most highly by
respondents (88% rated as ‘important’/ ‘very important’). This was followed closely by
local shops and post office/cash machine (both rated as ‘important’/ ‘very important’ by
81% of respondents).
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Figure 12: Community facilities

4.6.3

Level of provision

Participants were asked to rate how well the parish is served by community
facilities/services from a list of choices. Responses are shown in figure 13.
Figure 13: Level of facility/services provision
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The question proved difficult for many to make an informed comment, with a high
proportion of respondents offering ‘no opinion.’ The level of facilities/ services provided
to young children however did receive the higher satisfaction ratings.
4.6.4

Broadband

Participants were asked to indicate whether the speed of their broadband was sufficient
to their needs. Almost half of respondents (49%) stated that it was sufficient.
4.6.5

Internet usage

Survey participants were asked to state the main reasons for their internet use from a
list of choices. The majority of respondents (92%) use the internet for domestic
purposes.
4.6.6

Utilities

Participants were asked to indicate whether they experienced difficulties with the
consistency of services from a list of choices. Electric supply appears to be the most
problematic with 41% of respondents identifying this to be an issue, followed by drains
and sewers (11%), water supply (10%) and gas supply (4%).
There were 54 further comments which predominantly highlighted the issue of frequent
power cuts.

4.7

Open spaces
4.7.1

Important local spaces

Participants were asked to rate the importance to them and their household of local
spaces in the parish from a list of choices. Responses are shown in figure 14.
Figure 14: Local spaces

The natural environment is highly regarded by the community with wood/ fields and
nature reserves rated by the majority of respondents (97%) as ‘very important’ /
‘important’ followed closely by footpaths/ bridleways (94%) and historic places (The
Manor/ the Church/ the chapels/ monuments) (92%).
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There were 13 comments, a number of which queried the current sporting facilities and
the desire to see these improved.
“Are there any sports facilities in the village.”
“Bring back a good size football pitch! not only for football clubs but kids to have a kick
about on.”
“Where is the local football pitch? We need a village pond and more nature reserves.”
“Playground.”

4.7.2

Use of local spaces

Survey participants were asked to indicate the main reasons for using the open spaces
from a list of choices. Responses are shown in figure 15.
The majority of respondents utilise open spaces in order to enjoy the scenery/ observe
wildlife (89%) and to walk (89%). Additional reasons provided under ‘other’ included
horse riding and photography.
Figure 15: Use of open spaces

4.7.3

Non-use of open spaces

In order to better understand any impediments to accessing local open spaces,
participants were asked to indicate the main reasons for not using the open spaces
from a list of choices. Responses are shown in figure 16.
It is the case for the majority of respondents, that a lack of time is the main reason for
not utilising open space, rather than a physical impediment. However, 19% of
respondents did identify a lack of parking and difficulty with access (18%) as factors.
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Additional concerns raised in the ‘other’ category included the need to provide better
upkeep/ upgrade children’s play areas and footpaths. Livestock in fields was also
mentioned in relation to perceived safety and conditions underfoot.
Figure 16: Non-use of open spaces

4.7.3

Further use of open spaces

Participants were asked to specify what factors would encourage them to utilise the
available open spaces more often from a list of choices. Responses are shown in
figure 17.
Figure 17: Further use of open spaces
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The results show that respondents would be more likely to use open spaces if new
nature conservation areas were provided (61%), followed by spaces that were clean
and litter free (49%), provided picnic areas/ seating (49%) and events (47%).
Dog walking facilities was the predominant factor put forward in the ‘other’ category,
although there were no further details with regards what this entailed.

4.8

Business and Tourism
4.8.1

Encouraging new business

Survey participants were asked whether new business should be encouraged in the
parish. The majority of respondents are in favour of encouraging new business (50%),
whilst 16% were not in favour and a further 34% had no opinion.
Those respondents that were in favour of new business were asked to rate the
importance of various business types from a list of choices. Responses are shown in
figure 18.
Figure 18: New Business Types

Small retail/ food outlets were considered to be the most acceptable type of new
business, with 89% of respondents rating this as ‘very important’/ ‘important’. Larger
scale businesses were the least supported venture with 84% rating these as ‘very
unimportant’/ ‘unimportant.’ Further comments were varied and included:
“Possibilities for local employment are important to prevent the village becoming
'dormer'.”
“Plenty of disused properties sat empty/in need of work that could be used before
building more for example the station!”
“The creation of a business hub for such things as media management, networking
opportunities, business mentoring, business advice and research, computer and
broadband access, business grant information and development opportunities, for
entrepreneurs, small business owners and self-employed people to use at a low-cost
for a specific period of time.”
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4.8.2

Encouraging new tourism facilities

Survey participants were asked whether facilities for the development of tourism
should be encouraged in the parish from a list of choices. Responses are shown in
figure 19.
The majority of respondents support increased access to Wingfield Manor (85%).
Access to the Manor has been raised on a number of occasions in this survey and
again in the ‘other’ category:
“Such a shame the owners of the manor don't realise this significant historical importance
of this structure.”

The least supported tourism facility was pay and display car parking (10%).
Figure 19: Tourism Facilities

4.8.3

Encouraging new tourism

Respondents were asked what type of tourism should be encouraged from a list of
options. Responses are shown in figure 20.
The type of tourism most supported is encouraging walkers to the area (95%). Tourism
involving cycling and horse riding also received support from over 50% of respondents.
Wingfield Manor was again put forward in the ‘other’ category in addition to annual
events such as a summer fete, annual carnival, village show and South Wingfield
pageant.
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Figure 20: Tourism Type

4.9

Green Initiatives
4.9.1

Energy Sources

Survey participants were asked whether they would support the use of various
‘green’ energy sources on a domestic scale within the Parish from a list of choices.
Responses are shown in figure 21.
Figure 21: Energy Sources (domestic scale)

Respondents were then asked whether they would support these energy sources,
but this time on a large-scale basis. Responses are shown in figure 22.
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Figure 22: Energy Sources (large scale)

The results show a greater support generally, for green energy production on a
domestic scale rather than a large scale. On a domestic scale, rainwater harvesting,
and solar power has the greatest community support. Wind turbines are the least
supported energy source both on a domestic and large scale.

4.10

Further comments
Finally, respondents were invited to make any further comments about the
Neighbourhood Plan and/ or expand on any of their earlier comments. There were 58
comments which are listed verbatim below. The comments have been grouped under
sub headings to assist analysis.
Amenities/facilities
“Community would be better served with a supermarket with a post office inside.”
“Improve and maintain poor paths and cycle tracks to link with other existing tracks in the area.
The anchor inn could provide all facilities in question 32.”
“If I do not use or have real knowledge of a facility mentioned in a question I have picked no
opinion.”
“More street lights on hitches lane and Wessington lane. Something for the kids aged between
14 to 18 as nothing for them to do but hang around the social club at night as some families
have moved away because of this to give their kids better activities (sports and clubs). Also it
would be nice to get the river cleaned out for a fishing club between bottom of Dale hill and the
church.”

Energy
“Consider offering grants for solar PV systems but not wind farm.”
“Water wheels and water turbines (other sources in question 34).”
“Do you know that solar power collected from a roof can be sold back to the electric power
generating companies.”
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Future development
“The successful campaign against the 70 houses on inns one should be kept in mind for future
development plans.”
“South Wingfield is a settled community and too much housing development on. Large scale
would be detriment to its essence.”
“Embrace the future. It's more important now than the past. Make the parish attractive to small
businesses and to young families they bring life and energy to the area. Encourage exercise
and improve social sports facilities.”
“I am concerned about development in South Wingfield and Crich as it increases traffic along
Park Lane which is not regulated (60mph) and singletrack with high/poor vision bends.”
“Keen to keep the rural aesthetic of the village – we don't want to expand into a town – like
business hub but remain a peaceful and sought after location for its beautiful countryside and
lovely people.”
“SW like any other small village need investment and young families coming in to keep the
village alive.”
“Extremely concerned about potential housing on birches lane green spaces should be
protected :(“
“I was born and lived in SW for almost 80 years there used to be a butchers shop a co-op, fish
and chip shop plus four or five pubs, welfare, tennis courts, post office, ladies hairdressers now
there is nothing only roads blocked with parked cars vans etc I dont think we need any more
houses.”
“Bottom line, this parish can manage the way things are at present, any further development
(housing) of even around 50 houses would start to make all aspects intolerable especially the
traffic, which i believe is at a maximum for all these tight lanes etc.”
“The majority of houses in the village are two and three bedroom only since recent small
developments in Manor Court etc have successful locals been able to stay in the area we need
more detached four and five bedroom homes to develop the area two bedroom properties will
never be any cheaper when built and families want more bedrooms and bathrooms”
“I think it is important to hold on to our villages and village life – all too often villages are
developed with inadequate provision of schools, doctors to meet the number of inhabitants. We
choose to live in our lovely village – let's keep it that way “
“We should cherish the area and surrounding countryside, not cover each square inch in more
buildings,footpaths should be reopened, litter and mess should be cleaned up, grass and
hedges cut more often.”
“Large scale development should be avoided especially on greenfield sites the 40mph limit from
the Peacock to Tansley junction should be an enforced 30mph limit eg speed camera”
“Large scale housing developments are a concern in my view crich for example is becoming
too large and sprawly and looses its village charm and character and puts a strain on amenities
and infastructure and increases levels of traffic significant.”
“Sw is a small village which is how it should remain surrounding villages oakerthorpe
wessington crich will soon become as one if new developments continue on a large scale.”
“The parish council needs to be much more active encourage councillors to think outside the
box observe the best village councils engage the community respond to planning issues quickly
- I recently applied for a garage - no response from my council not even a no.”
“This is a lovely village but the shop is small, the school is struggling for numbers and the
doctors surgery is only part-time. Having some development would in my view help - the shop
could stock more, the school could employ a teacher for every year group, and the doctors
could be open more often. I think some development is therefore a good thing, but it must be
affordable housing which doesn't impact majorly on the character and 'feel' of the village. There
are few modern houses in the village, so it would be good to have houses here that are modern
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and well-insulated. New housing must have minimal impact on the people who already live
here.”
“Development within the parish needs to be sustainable and in keeping with its current 'profile'
it is a village in a rural setting it should remain so!”
“Use disused properties before building more”
“There is a need for the provision of more off road parking for residents. I object to development
of housing beyond the limits of the villages very strongly as is happening in Wessington and
Crich”
“Very much appreciate the fact this survey has been carried out to get all views. I think South
Wingfield is a great place but further housing expansion would be detrimental to the area.”
“No new developments in south wingfield village and weight restriction on lorries using the road
as a through route, need better broadband!”
“I strongly oppose any future developments of houses on a greenfield/greenbelt sites that is
clearly for greedy individuals, pursuit of profit and is not for the benefit of the village. Green sites
need to be preserved for future generations.”
“We do not need new housing developments within the village or in its green and historic fields.
Let us keep our rural and historic position and not be bullied down the path that Crich and other
villages have been forced to take.”

General
“Thank you for the survey”
“Thanks you very much. Good with the next steps. I would be happy to do any future deliveries
and collections.”
“One can only guess at the cost of this exercise, a host of questions proving very little when the
government decides it needs more housing largely for immigrants.”
“Thank you for preparing this document and for the hard work in preserving and protecting the
beautiful parish of south wingfield”
“This is a load of codswollop”
“This is a load of codswollop”
“Only to say that we are 3rd and 4th generation of family to live in SW/Mr Moor and we do so
because of the peace and tranquility it offers we appreciate the efforts of the community in
maintaining and encouraging this to remain a peaceful village that welcomes those who respect
its desire to remain as it is these opinions reflect us a whole family age group x - x 22”
“I wish more people from the parish would join us”

Heritage
“When we have a building, which is of such importance historically as Wingfield Manor in the
parish I think it is appalling that there is no access for the general public.”
“The most significant income and business support generator in the parish is the manor, left to
degenerate and be an accessible and unwelcoming and a disgrace.”
“Don’t like how parks avenue area is missed off conservation area as this is under the view of
the manor and part of the old manor grounds”
“Please tell me why the area around 'Parks Avenue' has been excluded from the conservation
area - does this mean that 'Planning permission' could lead too the area being developed on !
Surely all of South Wingfield /Oakerthorpe should be within the conservation area especially
after the issues/cost of the Inns Lane project by Gladmans.”
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Infrastructure
“Need pavement/hard surface between south Wingfield and moorwood moor now the pub is
busy again”
“My only concerns would be if restrictions were placed on the lanes with south Wingfield”
“Pavements on high road are appalling. Amber bridge is a danger to motorists when hedges
need cutting back”
“We need lower speed limits through Oakerthorpe and down to the Amber Hotel. Also the
hedges need cutting on the narrow road leading to the Amber Hotel.”
“Get rid of horrible railings after the bridge and swap to something aesthetically pleasing and in
keeping with the area. All street should be painted black.”
“Pavements through out the village have been raised at bus stops for easy access for older and
disabled people lack of double yellow lines mean cars park at stops and passengers have to
step up from the road level which is lower than the original curb a waste of money”

Neighbourhood Plan
“Please include the hamlets in the parish”
“Volunteers on neighbourhood plan steering group are to be congratulated on quality and
professional nature of questionnaire. Please will parish council take note and publish report on
PC website and feature regular updates about this crucial work.. Nothing is more important than
the speedy conclusion to a referendum and publication of a neighbourhood plan for the future
of the village.”
“It's very reassuring that the parish is undertaking this work. The village dodged a bullet with
the predatory Gladmans, but it can't resist them forever. A realistic local plan, acknowledging
the need for suitable development is a sensible step forward and I applaud the council's efforts.”

Traffic and Parking
“I live on inns lane away from the built up area and feel frightened for my child (and animals)
how fast the traffic goes past my house I feel that the natural speed limit sign should be moved
towards Moorwood Moor and speed bumps installed and try to slow traffic”
“Car parking is an issue. It is unfortunate the land at the side of the school was not turned into
a car park instead of housing as this would have helped during school term time when family
and friends visit and any other visitors. Cars have been damaged as it is narrow e.g. wing
mirrors smashed”
“We have a problem with cars being parked at bus stops the pavements were made higher for
it easier to get on and off but most time you get on the bus in the middle of the road.... double
yellow lines are an easy option to stop this”
“Pavements and grass verges should be better maintained vegetation should be trimmed in
blind spots on roads double parking needs to be addressed in some places i.e church lane”
“There is a need for better communication from the parish council newsletter improved use of
village noticeboards the highways and footpaths need to be maintained and kept clean with
improved street lighting”
“Parking is my biggest concern and the reluctance of the planning authorities when locals try to
ease the situation”
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